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ABSTRACT: Language does not have to be held as a problem for radical enactivists. The scope objection 
usually presented to criticize enactivist explanations is a problem only if we have a referentialist and 
representationalist view of the nature of language. Here we present a normative hypothesis for the great 
question concerning the hard problem of content, namely, on how linguistic practices develop from minds 
without content. We carry representational content when we master inferential relations and we master 
inferential relations when we master normative relations, especially when we are introduced into frameworks 
of authorizations and prohibitions. Inspired by the anti-intellectualism of the later Wittgenstein and Brandom’s 
inferentialism, we present the hypothesis that language emerges from inferentially articulated action from 
normative elements and not from manipulation in internal mental states of contents fixed by reference to 
external things. 
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1. Introduction 

 
 

According to Hutto and Myin (2013, 2017), an enactivist revolution is underway in 

discussions about cognition. Internalist, individualist, and intellectualist aspects in the 

approach to cognition are being challenged. Indeed, the very idea that cognition should be 

identified with some process of symbolic manipulation of contents in internal mental states 

that represent elements external to the individual is being replaced by approaches that 

emphasize enactive, situated, extensive, and embodied elements in so-called 4-E cognition. 
Approaches in the recent 4E-Cognition tradition move toward an investigation of cognitive 

activities from a focus on the "E" aspects of the mind, namely: (i) embodied, in which the thesis is 

held that "at least some — not all by any means, but some — mental processes are constituted not just 

by brain processes but by a combination of these and wider bodily structures and processes." 

(ROWLANDS, 2010, p. 54); (ii) enactive, in which the investigation is directed to the way an 

organism articulates its actions with the demands of its environment; (iii) extended, in which the 

notion is defended that "at least some mental processes — not all, but some — extend into the 

cognizing organism's environment in that they are composed, partly (and, on the version I am going to 

defend, contingently), of actions, broadly construed, performed by that organism on the world around 

it." (ROWLANDS, 2010, p. 58); and (iv) embedded, where it examines how the organism can use a 

specifically localized medium to reduce the work of a cognitive task. Thus, the 4E-Cognition tradition 

examines problems beyond the representational realm (HUTTO & MYIN, 2013, 2017; CLARK, 

2016), enabling the modification of the very notion of representation outside of an intellectualist 

matrix (NÖE, 2004; CARVALHO, 2019; ROLLA, 2019). 

Hutto and Myin (2013, 2017) are representatives of the self-styled radical enactivism 

strand, radical enactive cognition (REC). They argue that the cognitivist thesis about the 

ubiquity of representation or representational content in cognitive activities is false. However, 

it is worth noting that REC does not challenge the cognitivist thesis with its opposite, namely, 

the thesis that no cognitive activity involves manipulation in internal states 
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of representational content, as Di Paolo et al. (2018) do. REC challenges cognitivism's 

representation ubiquity thesis with its contradiction, namely, that not every cognitive act 

involves the manipulation of representation into internal mental states. 

In the present paper, the so-called scope problem presented against the REC is 

examined. We aim at pointing out a hypothesis on how to extend the 4E-cognition revolution 

to language. Some authors argue that the REC cannot be generated for all cognitive activities 

(scale up problem). The explanatory scope of the REC would be limited to the realm of basic 

cognitive activities, where there is the immediate and actual interaction of the organism with 

its environment. As a consequence, more sophisticated cognitive activities, which involve 

linguistic, symbolic and mathematical capacities, for example, would constitute an 

insurmountable challenge for the enactivist approach. An explanation of these competencies 

seems to require that we move beyond the here-and-now, the immediate data of experience, 

the direct coupling with the environment, in other words, where we dispense with the current 

dynamic interaction with the environment where we are inserted. 

The aim of the present paper is to present a normative way out through which the REC 

could address the scope objection. We intend to move the REC forward in scope, beyond 

basic cognition, toward discussions of the philosophy of language inspired by the philosophy 

of language of the second Wittgenstein and Brandom. We will show that the "tip of the 

cognitive iceberg," where language is traditionally situated, should be neither intellectualist 

nor representationalist. It is important to note that the scope objection is only an 

insurmountable challenge if we have a mistaken view of the nature of language. If language is 

an inferentialist and normative phenomenon, based fundamentally in terms of the competent 

handling of authorizations and prohibitions of actions from public criteria, and not as a 

primarily descriptive activity, it is possible for us to present a naturalistic narrative consistent 

with the REC to explain the emergence of language. 

Thus, we present a normative hypothesis for the big question regarding how linguistic 

practices develop from content-free minds. We carry representational content when we master 

inferential relations and master inferential relations 
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when we master normative relations, especially when we are introduced to frames of 

authorizations and prohibitions. We will use Wittgenstein and Brandom to show that language 

emerges from inferentially articulated action from normative elements and not from 

manipulation in internal mental states of contents fixed by reference to external things. 

Language emerges from the regulated activities of some creatures from the practical mastery 

of prohibitions and authorizations, not from reasoning from internal representations. After all, 

we are animals that play, that is, animals that engage with the world from public criteria that 

can be used to correct possible deviations in our regulated and inferentially articulated 

practices. 

The present text is divided into three sections. The first deals with anti-intellectualism 

in mind and language, presenting the so-called Hard Problem of Content (HPC) and REC's 

Dupplex Account proposal. The second examines language as action from the second 

Wittgenstein, as he criticizes referentialism and representationalism in language and presents 

it as articulated by our actions in the world. The third uses Brandom's inferentialism to 

introduce the hypothesis of a normative and inferentialist "launching pad" to overcome the 

scope objection to the REC. 

 
2. Anti-intellectualism about mind and language 

 
 

One of the most fruitful discussions in the philosophical tradition is about what we are 

or what defines our nature as human beings. We can say that an intellectualist tradition of 

philosophy often places the emphasis in answering this question on some special property of 

our cognition to distinguish us from other animals. So that the question of who we are is 

identified with the question "what is it to think?" or "what is it to be rational?", or with more 

intellectualist jargon, "how do we intellectually manipulate representational content within 

our minds so that we can accurately describe external states of affairs?" With this question in 

mind, this tradition would like to explain the uniqueness of the human being in nature. 

Indeed, some qualities are listed to distinguish us from other organisms such as 
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our ability to build civilizations or inventive ways to protect ourselves from the savage world. 

Or our special understanding of good and evil or how we act ethically, because we would, 

after all, be rational animals in a world of irrationality. An alternative is to put the emphasis 

on our free will or our certainty of death to pave our peculiarity in the natural world. No doubt 

our language can also be something that can separate us from other animals and keep us apart 

from irrationality. 

A traditional intellectualist view articulates all these qualities by grounding them in a 

kind of purely rational immaterial substance that we possess and that constitutes our true 

being. This substance intellectually manipulates internal images or representations which it 

alone has contact with in order to advance knowledge about the external world. We have 

variations of this narrative in many influential authors throughout the history of philosophy. 

However, other authors instead argue that all these criteria are neither necessary nor sufficient 

to determine our humanity and cognitive activities, and that the very idea of an immaterial 

and intellectual substance independent of material interactions in the natural world is very 

controversial. In fact, the whole intellectualist program can be taken as misleading 

The traditional answer and its developments to the problem of the nature of cognitive 

activities have motivated what Hutto and Myin (2013) call I-Cognition, a view based on an 

amalgam of internalism, intellectualism, and individualism for thinking about the cognitive 

activities that would make us special in nature. In contemporary philosophy, this traditional 

departure incorporates into the idea of an immaterial, intellectual, individual substance the 

important notion of manipulation of symbolic representations by the brain. The special kind 

of cognition that we entertain should be brain-based and should exhibit a sophisticated 

mechanism for manipulating ideas, images, or symbols about the external world. Ultimately, 

in this commonly called cognitivist view, we think, we have cognitive activities, because our 

brain computes information about the external world collected by our senses. As a 

consequence, we should capture, process, model information about the world so that we can 

finally act on it. In other words, cognitive processes that give rise to our cognitive activities
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take the form of brain-based computations over private, internal mental contents that are 

supposed to represent external things and states of affairs. Accordingly, the only relevant type 

of cognition would take place in the intellectual interior of some special animals, 

conveniently, us. 

One of the big problems with this traditional approach, even in its more contemporary 

computationalist guise, is this: if the brain really is a kind of vehicle of representations, one 

that only has access to its own contents, then it would not be in a position to directly compare 

what it represents as being the case with what is actually the case in the world. Since the 

intellectual cognitions of the brain would be uncoupled from the external world, they become 

insularized in the interiority of the thinking subject. As a result of this intellectualist approach, 

we would be special, yes, but also radically separated from the natural world. We could only 

with great difficulty try to face the gaps we have learned from modern philosophers between 

the subjectivity and objectivity of the world, between the inside and the outside, and, worse, 

between our internal mental states and our own bodies. This internalist and intellectualist way 

out is a door wide open for dogmatism and skepticism. 

This well-established intellectualist tradition in philosophy of mind and cognitive 

science holds that cognition fundamentally involves content as well as being fundamentally 

constituted by internal, intellectual manipulations of representations. Where there is 

cognition, there is manipulation of internal representations. This is the thesis of the ubiquity 

of representation, as we have seen. On the other hand, some radical opponents, inspired by 

pragmatist currents, advocate that cognition is neither basically representational nor involves, 

as in usual internalist views, processing and manipulation of informational content. Several 

contemporary philosophers, such as Wittgenstein and Brandom, have developed important 

topics of (broadly thought) pragmatism to motivate it as an alternative philosophical 

foundation for a comprehensive understanding of cognition, opposed to a representationalist 

and intellectualist tradition. RECers, for example, draw attention to the importance of 

embodied and inherited practices of social interactions for understanding relevant topics in 

perception, language, and the nature of intentionality. REC takes seriously biological systems 

and situated individuals interacting in communities 
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over a long period as preconditions of our cognitive activities, features commonly neglected 

in an intellectualist tradition of cognition. 

In the context of the discussion about the nature of mind, thought, cognition and 

rationality, the last decades have indeed witnessed the emergence of 4-E Cognition as an 

alternative to I-Cognition. The former is an interactive, relational and dynamic platform 

that attempts to provide original conceptual tools for our understanding of who we are. This 

approach thus incorporates biological insights within the debate about cognition by drawing 

attention to basic facts about living organisms neglected by the intellectualist tradition, such 

as their self-constructing perceptual activity (autopoiesis), their need to be constantly 

adapting to changing environmental conditions (adaptivity), and their selective 

responsiveness to specific aspects of the environment creating their own world of meaning 

(enaction). Developing this view, radical enactivists explore a bold step by completely 

removing representational content from the explanation of basic cognitive activities in 

simple organisms and also at the human level. 

Accordingly, the conservative intellectualist view that content is the hallmark of the 

cognitive should be rejected. As a result, neuroscience should no longer focus on 

developing methods and techniques that enable us to study what causes what inside the 

brain. Philosophy, according to 4-E Cognition, should motivate a new agenda in 

neuroscience by offering an alternative conceptual path sophisticated enough, but 

parsimonious enough, to make sense of the work of cognition without having to introduce 

theoretical or conceptual extravagances, allowing us to avoid theoretical mysteries about 

the gap between inner and outer or subjectivity and objectivity. 

This radical research program has been successful in providing explanations for a 

wide variety of basic cognitive activities (HUTTO & MYIN 2013, 2017). However, a direct 

solution of the full naturalization of the concept of mental content and representations 

requires, among other things, explaining how it is possible to move from the basic 

foundation of cognition that is allegedly non-conteudistic to a theory of mental content 

using only naturalistic resources. The question is how to provide a complete and gap-free 

naturalistic account of cognition. Indeed, critics concerning the possibility of a 
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fully enactive program posed challenges such as "the scope objection", as we have seen, the 

problem of the REC proving relevant to the investigation of traditional problems related to 

higher cognition involving concepts such as information with content, representational 

states, symbolic thinking, logical inference, mathematical knowledge, etc. 

Enactivist theorists such as Hutto and Myin (REC), Nöe (Sensorimotor Enactivism), 

Thompson, Varela and Rosch (Autopoietic Enactivism) can be identified as supporting 

bottom-up methodological approaches for the explanation of cognitive phenomena. In this 

sense, they are authors where the theoretical claim involves explaining properly human 

characteristics such as culture and language from the continuity with our shared 

characteristics with other non-human animals. A common justification for defending this 

enactivist perspective is that the role of the biological body has been unfairly marginalized 

for much of the history of philosophy. In this case, understanding basic bodily processes 

such as those that enable, for example, our ability to move skillfully in an environment is of 

fundamental importance for understanding more complex processes, such as those that 

enable our ability, for example, to reason, because they are intimately coupled. 

In this context, language would only be a challenge for enactivist approaches if we 

adopt a referentialist and representationalist position as the semantic theory underlying our 

explanations of how linguistic expressions gain meaning. Referentialism is a thesis in the 

philosophy of language that stipulates that the meaning of language should ultimately 

redound to the reference of terms to extra-linguistic things. It is easy to note the continuity 

with more general representationalist theses. For a referentialist, linguistic expressions gain 

meaning only by referring directly or indirectly to reference, or in other words, language 

expressions gain meaning only by becoming representations of extra-linguistic elements. In 

this tradition, propositions, for example, would only gain meaning, as they exhibit their 

truth conditions, by being composed of nouns that denote or represent objects in the world. 

As a consequence, if a proposition displays a name that has no reference, for example, the 

meaning of a sentence would be threatened; it could not represent states of affairs in the 

world 
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in a veritable way. How to explain again how our linguistic representations can describe 

possible states of affairs in the world without supposing some metaphysical isomorphy 

between world and language? How do we explain our purported internal reference to 

external things in the world? Should the basis of language lie in labeling things in the world 

by means of names from the repetition of some mental or physical act of ostension? Should 

the nature of our language actually be to represent states of affairs in the world? 

Thus, if reference loses its prominent role in defining linguistic meaning and we 

assume a pragmatist positioning of language, a view that advocates an inseparability 

between knowing and acting in the world (LEGG & HOOKWAY, 2019), the challenge of 

scope would be weakened, to say the least.  Moyal-Sharrock (2019) states, for example: 

The connection between the name and the thing is not made by an act of 
ostension, not by merely hooking gestures on to their public referents, but 
by contextualized repetition in practice […] in first picking up the linguis- 
tic expression, the child is not describing with it or referring with it, but 
still reacting with it. (Moyal-Sharrock, 2019, p. 9). 

However, before developing this Wittgensteinian attack on referentialism and 

representationalism, it is important to introduce the Duplex Account hypothesis of Hutto 

and Myin (2017). The enactivist assumption that natural organisms function in a coupling 

with the environment efficiently explains the here-and-now dynamics, i.e., the online-type 

dynamics, most common in enactivist investigations — as opposed, there are also offline-

type dynamics, uncoupled from the environment in which the organisms are found, 

characterized by symbolic reasoning. 

The main goal of Hutto and Myin's 2017 book is this, as announced in the subtitle, to 

bridge the gap between cognition without content and cognition with content. Hutto and 

Myin attempt to explain how basic cognition and cognition involving content combine in 

human cognition to give a full explanation of the relationship of our inferential and 

judgmental capabilities to our allegedly content-free basic cognition. Indeed, RECers in 

their latest work are indirectly advancing a modern epistemological problem: how does the 

passage from simple perception of things to beliefs and judgments about these things 

occur? For philosophers of Kantian orientation, for example, 
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perception should already be articulated conceptually to bridge the gap between perception 

and high-level cognition (MCDOWELL, 1994). The problems concerning the application 

of our concepts to our perception in order to judge it correctly seems to have to impregnate 

it entirely with intentional content. 

However, according to REC's interpretation, as we have seen, basic minds and basic 

cognition would not carry content. "Basic cognition" means all cognitive activities except 

those involving public language and cultural symbolic systems. From the REC perspective, 

content is not a feature of all cognition. Cognition involving content is a special realization 

of special social animals. Since "content" should mean having correctness conditions 

(accuracy and truth conditions) and since Hutto and Myin deny Kantian and Cartesian 

answers that incorporate representations throughout cognition, they must offer an 

explanation of how content emerges in nature. 

To this end, they advocate what they call the Duplex Account, namely: the thesis that 

the biological and natural basis should find a social platform for content to emerge in 

nature. Furthering the radical agenda, the mode of REC's investigation is to abandon the 

intellectualist thesis regarding the internal processing of information about the external 

world in favor of a purely embodied know-how. If basic minds have no content, then they 

are also not vehicles for supporting content. According to this view, intelligent creatures 

capable of thinking with content, such as ourselves, should participate in and master socio-

cultural practices established over a long period of complex material interactions with the 

environment and with other individuals. These practices should involve public 

representations that depend for their existence on a range of contingent institutions and 

customs. Participating in such established socio-cultural practices is necessary for the 

emergence of forms of cognition involving content. According to Rolla (2018, p. 33), "the 

enactivist thesis is committed to the ideas that perception is fundamentally directed toward 

possibilities of action/interaction with objects and events in the environment." 

Hutto and Myin present the explicit motivations of the REC by stating that: “taking 

the radical REC line is motivated by a desire to provide a complete and gapless naturalistic 
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account of cognition, right here, right now.” (HUTTO & MYIN, 2017, p. 41). All 

naturalistic explanations that compete to understand basic cognition must face what they 

call the Hard Problem of Content (HPC) in one way or another. How is it possible to have, 

from contentless informational foundations, a theory of mental content using only 

narratives that are consistent with the natural sciences and that do not presuppose 

metaphysical steps or postulates? Hutto and Myin (2017) explain: 

 
REC assumes that the normative practices required for claim making 
arose with the advent of special kinds of practices was made possi- 
ble by the establishment of sociocultural niches. (…) The trick to under- 
standing the emergence of content is to understand the emergence 
of   a special sort of normative sociocultural practice involving the use 
of public symbols. Thus unless there is something deeply mysterious about 
social conformity and cultural evolution, there is nothing in the proffered 
explanation that introduces any inexplicable gap into nature. (HUTTO & 
MYIN, 2017, p. 146, our highlights). 

 
Even if something more is said to explain what is distinctive about human cognition 

that enables the kind of performance characteristic of higher cognition, such as 

mathematics, logic, and counterfactual reasoning, this explanation would still leave open 

how language emerges from participation in sociocultural practices, and a critic of 

enactivism might point out that the two-level explanation, the Duplex Account, only 

assumes that at some point creatures with certain biological traits effect linguistic abilities, 

but that it does not explain how this actually occurs. 

In order to address the scope objection and offer a hypothesis for the emergence of 

content by language in the natural world, it is important to take an anti-intellectualist 

stance. Cognition should not be thought of in terms of an entity consuming and 

manipulating representations, just as language should not be thought of as a vehicle of 

representations of the world through reference to objects. In opposition, both cognition and 

language should be thought of as special capacities of some embodied animals to engage 

deontologically in ongoing, dynamic exchanges with other animals in selected parts of their 

environment. Engaging "deontologically" here is crucial, because it offers us the normative 

position we need to meet the challenge of scope in relation to language. Normativity, how 

we use rules and criteria 
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to correct our practices and actions, is not a byproduct of an immaterial substance 

computing things disconnected from the world, but is fundamental to the understanding of 

our rationality in general and our language in specific. 

Indeed, language is only a challenge for the enactivist if we have the incorrect view 

of it. Understanding, meaning and cognition are connected primarily through practical 

inferences that constitute and articulate our actions in the world, not through abstract 

reference to internal mental states of objects in the world. Our cognitive practices, the ways 

in which we act in the world, are inferentially articulated and can therefore be publicly 

tested and controlled. To be rational like us is in fact to dynamically coordinate and master 

various kinds of heterogeneous practical reasonings and to conform them to innumerable 

social and environmental pressures. 

In this anti-intellectualist context, we can return to the question that opens this 

section, "what are we then?" What is rational being? What does it mean to perform 

cognitive activities? An enactivist proposal, coordinated with linguistic inferentialism of a 

social and deontological kind, claims that what is special about us is not what we have 

inside our minds, but what we do in the world. How we act in the world is what makes us 

special. We are creatures who, even before the mastery of language, give ourselves rules, 

norms, criteria to evaluate things and our actions in an unstable and mysterious world. We 

make this world intelligible to us by acting in it from rules and agreements that determine a 

framework of inferentially articulated authorizations and prohibitions. 

Yes, we can address the scope problem, at least with respect to language, if we have 

an approach to language that emphasizes pragmatist, enactive, and normative elements to 

deal with complex cognitions in a manner consistent with naturalism. Our launching pad, 

consistent with REC's Duplex Account, is social practices. Or rather, social practices that 

must already be inferentially articulated in frameworks of authorizations and prohibitions 

that constitute the rules and criteria by which we control and correct our practices. Our 

cognitive activities in the world are immersed in a space of commitments, authorizations, 

and prohibitions. In this context, morality is not the consequence of our being linguistic and 

logical beings, but we should 
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think the opposite. We are linguistic and logical by virtue of the fact that we already have 

sensitivity and mastery in identifying deontological elements (authorizations and 

prohibitions) in cooperative practices. We give ourselves rules to judge and do things in the 

world, before we represent or denote things from internal mental states. We act from rules 

to make the world intelligible, before we represent it. 

 
3. On Wittgensteinian enativism: Action and Language 

 
In this section, we will address the relationship between basic cognition and 

complex cognition and how they can relate to each other through enactivism. In this 

context, it is important to think of language as action and in continuity with animal 

cognition and not as a vehicle for manipulating internal representations about the external 

world. 

In what follows, we will present a critique made by Moyal-Sharrock (2019) of REC, 

namely that it would be incoherent for language to fulfill the demarcative function between 

basic cognition and higher cognition. Next, we will present the proposal of the elaboration 

of an enactivist approach informed by a pragmatist conception of language, inspired by the 

thought of the second Wittgenstein. 

It is worth noting that the interpreters of the Austrian-British philosopher divide his 

thought in phases. The traditional division is that there would be a "first Wittgenstein", 

referring to the period of writing, publishing and disseminating the Tractatus Logico-

Philosophicus (1913-1921) and his apparent abandonment of philosophy (1921-1928); an 

"intermediate Wittgenstein", referring to the period of his return to philosophy, marked by 

the beginning of the change in his conception of language (1929-1934); and a "second 

Wittgenstein", referring to the period of writing the Philosophical Investigations (published 

posthumously in 1953) and several other texts, among them, On Certainty (published 

posthumously in 1969). These texts consolidate his self-criticism and radically change the 

axes not only of his own thought, but also of contemporary philosophical thought. 

From the second Wittgenstein's philosophy of language, avoiding the referentialism 

and representationalism proper of an intellectualist approach, it is possible to prevent that 

language is in fact a hindrance to bottom-up approaches. Language should be seen as a 

regulated practice, a social game with countless uses 
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distinct for distinct purposes and not reducible to representational functions of external 

objects and states of affairs. This Wittgensteinian view of language can be used by REC to 

address the scope objection. 

As we have seen, according to Hutto and Myin (2013), the intellectualist believes 

that cognition would redound to the intellectual manipulation of symbols and presents the 

scope objection to the REC precisely because he believes that there is cognitive activity 

only if there is internal manipulation of representational content. Indeed, the intellectualist 

may eventually grant that the naturalistic credentials explanatory model of the REC could 

be employed for very basic cognitive activities, but doubts that it can be generalized to 

more sophisticated activities: 
REC approaches dealing with most cases of bona fide cognition 
would be, accordingly, of limited value, on the assumption that they 
won’t scale up. Call this the Scope Objection. It allows one to ac- 
cept certain antirepresentationalist lessons learned from the lab and 
nature while safe in the knowledge that even if representations aren’t 
needed to explain the most basic forms of cognition this doesn’t pose an 
interesting threat to intellectualism. (HUTTO & MYIN, 2013, p. 45). 

According to Hutto and Myin, the intellectualist develops the problem of scope by 

arguing that especially in cognitive activities about elements that are not present or situated 

in the subject's immediate experience, representations and symbolic manipulation are 

required to mediate the lack of coupling: 
[...] This assessment fits snugly with the oft-cited claim that some behav- 
ior is too off-line and representation hungry to be explained without ap- 
peal to the manipulation of symbolic representations. In particular, non- 
representational cognition, which might suffice for simple robots and an- 
imals, isn’t capable of explaining properly world-engaging, human 
forms of cognition. (HUTTO & MYIN, 2013, p. 46). 

In effect, the intellectualist could argue that perhaps the REC could deal well with 

the cognition of very simple animals and robots, but not with important and sophisticated 

aspects of human cognition. However, Hutto and Myin are optimistic in proving that the 

representationalism of the intellectualist is an inadequate way to investigate cognition 

generally and language in particular. Representations, in fact, would only be necessary in 

some special cases of human cognition. Thus, Hutto and Myin challenge the intellectualist: 
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But should that assessment prove mistaken—that is, should REC ap- 
proaches make substantial inroads into explaining important forms of 
human cognition—then the boot might just be on the other foot, for it 
might turn out that representationally hungry tasks make up only a very 
small portion of mental activity. Representationally based cognition might 
be just the tip of the cognitive iceberg. (HUTTO & MYIN, 2013, 46). 

As we have seen, according to the Duplex Account, the emergence of linguistic 

representational content should be articulated with the proper emergence of normative 

sociocultural practices involving the public and regimented use of symbolic apparatus. If 

RECers are correct, there is still the problem as to how socio-cultural practices evolved 

from minds without representational content. 

From a pragmatist view, combining aspects of the philosophy of the second 

Wittgenstein and of Brandom, we can offer an enactivist approach to dealing with the 

nature of language, since “through their acquaintance with culture, some cognitive 

creatures acquire the capacity to think about the world in wholly new ways. Through 

mastering what are for them novel practices, they become capable of new forms of 

thinking of a unique kind.” (HUTTO & MYIN, 2017, p. 138). 

However, Moyal-Sharrock (2019) accuses Hutto and Myin of taking the position of 

continuity skepticism for the naturalistic approach and, consequently, for the enactivist 

claims-more specifically for the REC claims, since mental content would present a 

challenge to a continuity explanation of developing human cognition with nonhuman 

animal cognition. On this, Moyal-Sharrock (2019), in presenting the continuity skepticism 

he attributes to Hutto and Myin, comments: 

Linguistic and mathematical capabilities constitute a challenge for the en- 
activist approach because an explanation of these abilities requires us to 
move beyond dynamic interaction with the here-and-now environment. 
(MOYAL-SHARROCK, 2019, p. 2). 

According to the author, Radical Enactivism is confronted with the difficulty of 

explaining higher level cognitive activities. Thus, it is possible to hypothesize that there 

would be some fundamental difference between basic cognitions, the type of cognition on 

which the enativist assumption aims to rely, and complex cognitions, the type of cognition 

constituted by representational content. As long as we maintain the Duplex Account thesis, 
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namely that basic cognition would not involve representations and veritative content, but 

higher cognition would, we maintain a gap that is difficult to explain: “With Enactivism ― 

particularly Dan Hutto and Erik Myin’s Radical Enactivism — representational content is 

out of the picture in basic human cognition. Does this mean that Enactivism loses its grip 

when it comes to higher level cognition?” (MOYAL- SHARROCK, 2019, p. 2). 

An important example of an attempt to naturalize language is proposed by 

teleosemantics. This approach has moved a range of authors, such as Millikan (1984), in 

favor of the conception that mental content would carry a normativity originating from a 

biological function: 
According to teleological theories of content, what a representation repre- 
sents depends on the functions of the systems that produce or use the rep- 
resentation. The relevant notion of function is said to be the one that is 
used in biology and neurobiology in attributing functions to components 
of organisms. (NEANDER, 2018). 

Hutto and Myin (2013, 2017) present a negative verdict regarding inadequacies of the 

explanation that posits normativity in the natural world. They advocate that in this 

explanation there is a fundamental mismatch between representational error, or falsity, and 

the failure of a biological function. Drawing on several different influential authors, they 

argue that “evolution won’t give you more intentionality than you pack into it” (PUTNAM, 

1992, p. 33); that there is a crucial distinction between “functioning properly (under the 

proper conditions) as an information carrier and getting things right (objective correctness 

or truth)” (HAUGELAND, 1998, p. 309); or that “natural selection does not care about 

truth; it cares about reproductive success” (STICH, 1990, p. 62). Or even as, for example, 

BURGE (2010, p. 303) reminds us: “Evolution does not care about veridicality. It does not 

select for veridicality per se.” 

On the other hand, the analogy of information processing, typical of the intellectualist 

view of our inner life, should be taken as superfluous for understanding cognition. As we 

have seen, regardless of whether it is founded in our soul or brain, cognition should not be 

thought of in computational terms based on information that is encoded, decoded, 

processed, transmitted, stored. According to the cognitivist interpretation, information 

supposedly gathered by the senses through different channels, is encoded, processed 
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and integrated in many ways, allowing for later access. Instead, Hutto and Myin approach 

cognition in Wittgensteinian terms, that is, they take higher cognitive activities, such as 

language, as know how rather than know that. Thus they advance the discussion by 

examining regulated activities and practices rather than true theories about reality, and by 

investigating skills and abilities rather than properties of substances. They also apply 

Wittgenstein's method in this context, when they state that “certain conceptual problems do 

not warrant straight solutions, they warrant dissolution by rethinking the underlying 

assumptions that bring them into being and make them seem, at once, intractable yet 

unavoidable.” (HUTTO &  MYIN, 2017, p. 39). 

Still, faced with such difficulties as the HPC, Hutto and Myin seek to address these 

challenges by looking for evidence that there would indeed be some fundamental difference 

between distinct types of minds; in this case, between content mind and basic mind. In 

short, Hutto and Myin assume that the content mind (only the human mind) differs from the 

basic mind when there is the presence of language and culture; more specifically, when 

there is the presence of publicly used symbols, thus having the so-called satisfaction 

condition characteristic. Thus, the sociocultural practice involving the use of symbols and 

public norms is what enables the existence of minds with representational content, as 

predicted by your Duplex Account. As a consequence, creatures capable of contentful 

cognition must master special structuring practices, that is, practices involving public 

norms for the use of symbols, where such norms depend for their existence on a variety of 

customs and institutions. 

Moyal-Sharrock (2019) describes that, at this point, radical enactivism (REC) would 

be endorsing positions that no enactivism should endorse: 

Hutto and Myin’s kink sounds like Deacon’s Rubicon. It reflects the view 
that divides animal forms of communication from language proper. On 
such a view, language essentially requires the manipulation of symbols — 
the possibility to go from basically expressive modes of communication to 
referential or representational modes of communication. For there to be a 
language — or for our ancestors to have crossed this Rubicon — they had 
to have mastered the ability to use sounds that hooked up with referents 
by representing them. This is a view which, it seems to me, ought not to 
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be endorsed by Enactivism of any kind. It certainly doesn’t square with 
Wittgenstein’s enactivism. (MOYAL-SHARROCK, 2019, p. 5). 

In this sense, the REC seems to make a gap emerge — even if not explicitly — 

between us and other animals on the specific point of language use. Although Hutto and 

Myin assume that the fact that we possess minds with content would not exclude the 

presence of basic cognition, it is clear that the argument creates a demarcation that is 

inconsistent with the initial proposal of enactivism, and also with the initial proposal of the 

REC. In this case, it seems that the REC, realizing the often-neglected seriousness of the 

problem of the existence of mental content in the natural world (HPC) — or, even more so, 

of the transition from mind without content to mind with content — seeks an explanation 

that puts it in trouble with its own enactivist view. 

Moyal-Sharrock (2019) uses arguments focused on the characteristics of animal 

cognition and Wittgensteinian enactivism to support a conception of language centered on 

its use and to weaken the demarcation criterion put forward by Hutto and Myin. Language, 

in their proposal, comes to be understood as a behavior, an action, not especially 

differentiated in type from any other animal action or behavior, but only in degree. She 

states: “Note that Hutto and Myin do find their own continuity story gappy in one respect: 

‘it can’t fill in all the relevant details’ (Hutto & Myin, 2017, p. 140). So I will now try — 

with the help of Wittgenstein — to fill in some of those details.” (MOYAL-SHARROCK, 

2019, p. 7). 

To understand Moyal-Sharrock's (2019) argument, we will turn in more detail to the 

exposition and analysis of her Wittgensteinian enactivism. 

Wittgenstein's naturalistic conception that language is an action and an extension of a 

primitive behavior — that is, it would be just one more way to learn to behave and act in 

the world among others — is enlightening to demonstrate weaknesses in the demarcation 

presented so far. This Wittgensteinian view is opposed to the traditional view of theories of 

meaning in the history of philosophy. As stated Biletzki & Matar (2018): 

Traditional theories of meaning in the history of philosophy were intent 
on pointing to something exterior to the proposition which endows it with 
sense. This ‘something’ could generally be located either in an objective 
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space, or inside the mind as mental representation. (BILETZKI & 
MATAR, 2018). 

As a consequence, one who wants to understand the meaning of a word should no 

longer focus primarily on the search for the reference of this word. In investigating the 

meaning of a word, we should no longer think about (generalizing), but rather see (in each 

particular case) the multiplicity of uses to which that word is subjected (see PI §66). 

According to Biletzki & Matar (2018), 
In order to address the countless multiplicity of uses, their un-fixedness, 
and their being part of an activity, Wittgenstein introduces the key con- 
cept of ‘language-game’. He never explicitly defines it since, as opposed 
to the earlier ‘picture’, for instance, this new concept is made to do work 
for a more fluid, more diversified, and more activity-oriented perspective 
on language. (BILETZKI & MATAR, 2018). 

From this Wittgensteinian approach, Moyal-Sharrock (2019) points out that language 

emerges from the development of some of our shared animal or natural reactions, rather 

than from some kind of reasoning (OC §475). These reactions would be like crying when 

one is sad or in pain, smiling when one is happy, panting or screaming when one is afraid, 

and would be part of what Wittgenstein calls '"shared human way of acting" (PI §206). In 

this same text he develops the idea: 
How does a person learn the meaning of sensation names, for example, 
the word "pain"? This is one possibility: the words come to be connected 
with the original, natural expression of the sensation, and put in its place. 
A child gets hurt and screams; the adults then speak to him and instruct 
him with exclamations, and later sentences. They teach the child a new 
behavior of pain. (§244). 

Taking this description of the language learning process, we can state that there 

would be an important assumption about language here; namely, it would be especially 

oriented toward a use: 
For a large class of cases of use of the word "meaning" — although not 
for all cases of its use — it can be explained thus: the meaning of a word 
is its use in language. (PI §43). 

We can now return to the example proposed by Wittgenstein in the Investigations 

§244. When the child learns to speak "pain", he is not (necessarily) learning to refer  
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to the word "pain" and the content of the word “pain”, but is learning to react to the word 

"pain" or the proposition "I am in pain," thus expanding its repertoire of behaviors and 

reactions to pain. Thus, it is not clear that language always has an intimate relation with 

representational content — from this picture of language, we would have support for 

rejecting the representationalist thesis that all cognition necessarily involves 

representational content. 

From this interpretation, it would be possible to describe a legitimate use of language 

made, for example, by a child who is learning to speak, without having to claim that he 

must be able to perform activities that require complex cognition, such as representing 

mental states from symbols. In this context, Moyal-Sharrock (2019) states: 

The connection between the name and the thing is not made by an act of 
ostension, not by merely hooking gestures on to their public referents, but 
by contextualized repetition in practice […] in first picking up the linguis- 
tic expression, the child is not describing with it or referring with it, but 
still reacting with it. (MOYAL-SHARROCK, 2019, p. 9). 

Reinforcing the relevance of allying with a Wittgensteinian view of language to show 

that culture and public use of language would not be adequate characteristics for the 

demarcation proposed by Hutto and Myin, Moyal-Sharrock resorts to the concept of 

grammatical rule. These rules determine the use of words that are displayed in human 

speech, in explanations of meaning, in error correction, and what counts as accepted usage. 

According to the author: 

Rules of grammar are simply expressions of the norms of sense that are 
socially generated and maintained; they grow out of, and with, our natural 
ways of acting and our socio-cultural practices. Grammar does not gener- 
ate language; nor does it exist independently of language or action; it is 
embedded and enacted in what we say and do. (MOYAL-SHARROCK, 
2019, p. 12). 

Continuing with this reasoning, Moyal-Sharrock explores the knowledge we have 

about the ability of non-human animals to learn small sets of relationships between 

symbols: 
Take the fall field cricket; its less desirable smaller males produce court- 
ship calls that dishonestly signal the body size of high condition males in 
order to be more sexually attractive. This example of animal interaction 
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beyond the here-and-now environment also indicates that animals are ca- 
pable of false representation. But this crosses Hutto and Myin’s dividing 
line between animal and human cognition. For, on their view, forms of 
cognition are content-involving in that ‘they represent the world in ways 
that can be true or false, accurate or inaccurate, and so on’ (Hutto & Myin, 
2017, p. xii). (MOYAL-SHARROCK, 2019, p. 6). 

If the ability to "falsely represent" is present in animals other than humans, then it 

seems that some animals should be classified as capable of complex cognition. Thus, the 

criterion proposed by the REC authors for distinguishing basic and complex cognition into 

types loses its plausibility, since symbolic activities are also present in non-human animals. 

Other interesting examples to support Moyal-Sharrock's statement are the ability of 

primates to pretend to be injured, to hide food, or even of pre-linguistic children to force 

cries. 

As Whiten and Byrne (1988) have shown, all groups of monkeys and apes 
use deception, though the insight necessary to plan or understand decep- 
tion seems restricted to great apes (Byrne 1999, p. 203). Examples of de- 
ception include: leading other animals towards or away from places; mak- 
ing them think that the agent has been hurt; concealing the excited glances 
that would reveal a hidden food, or concealing the food itself in the hand 
or under the body… Prelinguistic children often misrepresent their feel- 
ings and behaviour—sometimes concealing the latter, and exaggerating 
the former by forced crying. (Moyal-Sharrock, 2019, p. 6). 

All these described cases would involve the notion of deception — or, as 

Wittgenstein calls it, a primitive root of doubt. “An ape who tears apart a cigarette, for 

example. [...] The mere act of turning an object all around and looking it over is a primitive 

root of doubt.” (RPP II §345). And this, in turn, would involve the notion of the condition 

of satisfaction, so dear to the concept of "representational content," attributed by Hutto and 

Myin only to the human species with the advent of the public symbol use of language. 

Moyal-Sharrock, 2019, criticizes: 

To speak as do Hutto and Myin of ‘the emergence of a special sort of 
normative sociocultural practice involving the use of public symbols’ 
(Hutto & Myin, 2017, p. 146) is not to encounter a kink in our practices, 
but a natural and enactive extension of our practices. [...] Stepping into 
language is not a crossing into a brave new world, where suddenly, be- 
cause the word (sometimes) replaces the deed, concepts have become in- 
commensurable with our actions. Yes, our tools are more sophisticated 
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than those of primates but they evolve from those, without a kink. 
(MOYAL-SHARROCK, 2019, p. 14). 

From this pragmatist perspective on language — which can be described as a 

technique (PI §199) or an activity — we conclude that language need not be a hindrance to 

the continuity thesis between basic and complex minds. In the next section, we will see 

how to develop the idea of Wittgensteinian enactivism that language is fundamentally 

action from Brandom's pragmatism and inferentialism. 

 
4. On a Brandom-inspired normative launch pad to face the HPC 

As we saw in section II, REC's mode of inquiry is to abandon the image of cognition 

based on information processing and the representationalist view in favor of a purely 

embodied know how. Indeed, the classical way in the history of philosophy of approaching 

human language as a cognitive activity essentially different from the actions of the body 

(that is, essentially different from a way of behaving in the world) was questioned by some 

pragmatist-inspired philosophers, in particular by Wittgenstein. 

The pragmatic turn had a great repercussion in the philosophical debate. In the very 

development of Wittgenstein's philosophy, one can notice a change of view. In the 

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (1921), Wittgenstein does not present any practical 

examples of language use, while in the Philosophical Investigations (1953) the text not only 

presents countless practical examples, among which some with reference to the acquisition 

of language by children, but also advances philosophical theses which value the role of 

action and regulated practices for a broader understanding of linguistic and social 

phenomena. Instead of thinking about belief formation and language use in fully formed 

adults, it begins to investigate language acquisition in children. 

We believe that the possibility of the shift in investigation about the role of human 

language proposed by views such as Wittgenstein's enables us to take advantage of and rely 

on a new, more pragmatist conceptual framework. For example, we can 
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explain language from regulated social practices or games. However, even if language can 

also be understood pragmatically and behaviorally, there is still the question of how 

language as a game evolves from contentless minds. The hypothesis to be defended in this 

section is: We carry representational content in language when we master inferential 

relations, and we master inferential relations when we master normative relations, 

especially when we respond appropriately to frames of authorizations and prohibitions. We 

develop Wittgensteinian ideas from Brandom's inferentialism to show that language 

emerges from inferentially articulated action from normative elements rather than from 

manipulation in internal mental states of content fixed by reference to things. 

Hutto and Myin (2017) deal with what we call the modern conundrum concerning 

the articulation between perception and judgment by using social and normative notions. 

As we have seen, the modern problem can be put as follows: how do we transition from 

perception to belief or judgment? It seems that perception should already be conceptually 

articulated and impregnated with representational content so that judgment can be 

systematically applied to it. From this problem, Hutto and Myin argue that “it is possible, in 

principle, to explain the origins of content-involving cognition in a scientifically 

respectable, gapless way. RECers aim to do so by making special reference to the important 

role played by sociocultural scaffolding.” (HUTTO & MYIN, 2017, p. 122). 

The work of the REC, as we have seen, should therefore be to seek to explain how 

mental states with content arise from a process of mastering sociocultural practices of 

special kinds. What kind of social practice would provide the opportunity for the 

emergence of representational content? REC already points out that the development of 

intersubjective practices and our sensitivity to language-relevant norms arise with the 

mastery of the use of public symbolic systems. Hutto and Myin argue, therefore, that: 

Content only arises when special sorts of sociocultural norms are in place. 
The norms in question depend on the development, maintenance, and sta- 
bilization of practices involving the use of public symbol systems through 
which the biologically inherited cognitive capacities can be scaffolded in 
particular ways. (HUTTO & MYIN, 2017, p. 145). 
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In this context, the distinction of the image of natural evolution based on a 

launchpad and the one inspired by a leash is seminal, because we should see evolution as 

placing platforms that function as a launching place for the emergence of new competencies 

and skills and not as a leash guiding, directing, and limiting the next evolutionary steps. In 

addition to this, Hutto and Myin (2017) argue that for the sociocultural emergence of 

content, we must assume that our ancestors were capable of social processes of learning 

from other members of the species, and that they established cultural and institutional 

practices over a long period of interactions. 

In the RECers' explanation there would be a need for an articulation of the dynamics 

of a world without content being supplemented by a socio-cultural platform of practices so 

that representational content can emerge in the natural world. But what kind of social 

platform should this be? If language is indeed to be a game, what makes this special game, 

this special regulated practice, possible? 

We believe that the answer to these questions can be found in a type of inferentialist 

explanation of content, such as Brandom's (1994, 2000, 2008). An explanation of content in 

terms of inferential states instituted by normative aspects seems to be compatible with 

enactivism and to help overcome the difficulties of the REC Duplex Account, because we 

may worry that this explanation separates so much non-content cognition from content 

cognition that it remains a mystery how these two levels of cognition can be functionally 

integrated. Just as for a Cartesian author, for example, it is difficult to explain how mind 

and body interact, for RECers it is difficult to explain how non-content cognition connects 

with content cognition. Our hypothesis relies on the role that normatively articulated 

inferences play in context in language games. 

Pragmatics deals with ways in which speakers use expressions. Normative 

pragmatics, on the other hand, is derived from the assumption that it is the rules of speakers' 

usage that are crucial to semantics and focuses its study on these rules. The basic paradigm 

is that language is a kind of game, like chess or soccer: just as it is the rules of chess that 

make wooden pieces become pawns or kings, or make events like kicking something round 
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through a square thing in a goal, it is the rules of our language games that make some 

sounds we emit (or physical marks we produce) turn into words and expressions meaning 

something. This view is put explicitly by the second Wittgenstein and is developed by 

Brandom. 

Our linguistic practices, thinks Brandom inspired by Wittgenstein, can be 

articulated in the same way. We are players in what is called the game of giving and 

demanding reasons, the most fundamental game we can play. This game can be centrally 

articulated in terms of two kinds of deontological statuses, namely commitments and 

authorizations. Commitments refer to what we are obliged to do according to the rules of 

the game. Whereas authorizations are our permissions to do something or perform an 

activity according to the rules of the game. In the same sense that we alter the deontological 

status of the game of chess when we move a rook to put the king in check, when we make 

an assertion, for example, we are not only trying to describe external states of affairs, but 

we also alter the set of statuses in our linguistic community. 

Brandom (2008) describes his philosophy of language as pragmatic expressivist 

inferentialism. By inferentialism he means an approach to semantics according to which 

concepts and propositions acquire their meaning only by virtue of the role they play in 

inferences. More fully, Brandom's conception of language is articulated in terms of two 

primitive notions, namely assertions and inferences. He describes the former as: “The core 

case of saying something is making a claim, asserting something.” (BRANDOM, 2008, p. 

42). And the second is understood as the act of inferring one assertion from another and the 

practical know-how of “sort inferences into those that are and those that are not materially 

good ones.” (BRANDOM, 2008, p. 44). In fact, the notions of assertion and inference are 

internally related, as “[a]ssertions are essentially [...] speech acts that can play the role both 

of premises and conclusions of inferences.” (BRANDOM, 2008, p. 42). Now, in this view, 

reasoning involves making moves, taking steps between assertions according to socially 

established properties of inference, such as offering reasons for assertions to which one has 

committed oneself or demanding 
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reasons of others, thus language appears as a game of making assertions, and using them to 

give and demand reasons from others. 

Brandom’s Making It Explicit (1994) is probably the first completely systematic 

and technically rigorous attempt to deal with and explain the meaning of linguistic 

expressions in terms of their use governed by social norms ("meaning as use", according to 

the Wittgensteinian slogan). As a consequence, we have a non-representationalist 

explanation of the intentionality of thought and the rationality of action as well. Brandom 

tries to achieve these goals by offering an inferentialist approach opposed to a classical 

semantics based on referentialism and truth-condition semantics for natural languages. He 

therefore offers, based on inferentialism, an explanation of the expressive role of logic and 

semantic vocabulary such as "truth," "refer," and "represent." Thus, by beginning with 

practical normative attitudes and the deontological statuses of commitment and 

authorization for assertions, and norms that are implicit in our practices of giving and 

asking for reasons, Brandom's work attempts to trace a social route from reasoning to 

representation. Finally, Brandom also emphasizes the holistic character of inferentialist 

semantics: “one cannot have any concepts unless one has many concepts (...) the content of 

each concept is articulated by its inferential relations to other concepts.” Thus, “concepts, 

then, must come in packages (though it does not yet follow that they must come in just one 

great big one).” (BRANDOM, 2000, p. 15-16). 

This also sheds light on the parallel between language and games. Just as a piece of 

wood becomes a piece in the game of chess by virtue only of being governed by certain 

rules of the game and by the relation of these rules to all other rules of the game, an 

expression means something by virtue of being governed by rules of the language game and 

its relations to other rules in various other games. Therefore, just as the rules of chess 

constitute a space in which we can enjoy chess games, the rules of our language games 

constitute the space of signification of our practices. 

The phenomenon of rules within the context of our linguistic practices were also 

discussed by Wittgenstein (1953). As we have seen, he pointed out the great diversity of 

"language games", but also brought attention to the problem of how we learn, 
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follow and keep rules that are inherent to these games. Wittgenstein made some crucial 

points about rules that are not immediately obvious: especially that our rules are not all 

explicit, because to be able to follow a rule we have to interpret it, and to interpret it 

correctly, we would need some other rule, which would take us back to infinity. 

Brandom argues that language games are governed by inferential rules, or that our 

language is inferentially articulated. Inferential rules are what is needed to make language a 

vehicle for the game of giving and receiving reasons. Thus, to be able to give reasons, we 

must be able to make assertions that serve as reasons for other assertions, so our language 

must offer sentences that entail other sentences. To be able to demand reasons, we must be 

able to make assertions that challenge other assertions, so our language must offer us 

sentences that are incompatible with other sentences. So our language must be structured by 

entailments and especially by relations of material incompatibility. 

In this sense, it is important to note that underlying inferences and incompatibility 

are certain normative statuses, which discursive beings acquire and maintain when using 

language. These statuses comprise various kinds of commitments and authorizations. So, 

for example, when I make an assertion, I am moving in a deontological framework of 

commitments and authorizations. Indeed, for example, when I make an assertion, I commit 

myself to give and receive reasons for it when challenged. And when I assert something, I 

also authorize people to re-assert my assertion by reflecting any new possible challenge. 

This reciprocal action of commitments and authorizations is also the underlying source of 

the incompatibility relationship, since commitment to one assertion precludes authorization 

for others. Additionally, there is the relationship of inheriting commitments and 

authorizations, for example, by committing to "this is a dog", I am also committed to ˜this 

is an animal' and if I have authorized the assertion "it is raining", I am also authorized to 

assert "the streets are wet". 

Brandom's idea is that to live in a human society is to be embedded in a rich 

network of normative social relations that have different kinds of normative statuses. 
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These statuses reach across many dimensions. We believe that this is the normative 

launching pad we need for the challenge of naturalizing language. Linguistic 

communication constitutes an important layer of these statuses (commitments and 

authorizations) and understanding language means being able, among other things, to 

follow the statuses of an interlocutor. We need a social distribution prior to language 

already with normative statuses, to enable the multiplicity of perspectives that make the 

objectivity of linguistic content possible, taking away the centrality of the role of 

representations in our linguistic cognition. We have content because we have language 

which, in turn, emerges from more rudimentary games that we play with normative status. 

Brandom's answer to Wittgenstein's challenge about the impossibility of 

explicitness of all the rules of language, in fact, is to argue that at least the most 

fundamental rules must remain implicit in our practices. They exist from the normative 

statuses of speakers, their treatment of others' assertions, and also of their own, as correct or 

incorrect. 

Inspired by the second Wittgenstein and Brandom, we see how language need not 

be seen as a problem for radical enactivists. The scope objection usually presented to 

criticize enactivist explanations only poses a problem if we take a referentialist and 

representationalist view of the nature of language. But by using the pragmatist idea that 

language is constituted by games, regulated activities, which are in turn inferentially 

articulated as a function of normative and deontological statuses, such as commitments and 

authorizations between individuals, we see that the challenge of naturalizing content can be 

answered. We hypothesize here the use of pragmatic inferentialism to overcome the hard 

problem of content. 

This, then, is a normative hypothesis for the big question regarding how linguistic 

practices develop from contentless minds. We carry representational content when we 

master inferential relations, and we master inferential relations when we master normative 

relations, especially when we are introduced to frames of authorizations and prohibitions. 

Thus, language and representational content emerge from inferentially articulated action 

from normative elements in 
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regulated practices and not the manipulation in internal mental states of contents fixed by 

reference to external things. 

 
5. Final considerations 

 
Would language be a challenge for enactivist approaches? Not necessarily. We 

manipulate content when we master inferential relations, and we master inferential relations 

when we are embedded in deontological frameworks of authorizations, prohibitions, and 

commitments. In other words, when we play games, when we are immersed in inferentially 

articulated regulated practices to which we have been introduced by our community. We 

present a pragmatist inferentialist hypothesis to show how content can arise from 

sociocultural practices, and these, in turn, could develop from minds without content. 

Furthermore, if we decide to use a pragmatist theory of language rather than the 

referentialist thesis, then it seems to us that the demarcation of different types of cognition 

from human and animal cognition from the public use of language would not present a 

strong challenge to the continuity hypothesis. Bottom-up approaches would therefore be 

effective in explaining human characteristics from non-exclusively human characteristics 

such as the competence of some primates to move normatively in nature, that is, from 

authorizations and prohibitions, even if rudimentary, in principle. 

This is the launching pad for us to show how the representational content of 

language emerges from basic cognitions. It is enough that some basic cognitions are based 

on social behavior of animals that master even rudimentary prohibitions and permissions of 

their communal practices. Language should thus not cause an explanatory gap in the 

investigation of differences of type, for example, between our ability to move and our 

ability to reason. Both are practical skills developed over a long period by reacting 

competently to environmental pressures. They are skills (or know how) with a biological 

basis. As the Wittgensteinian conception argues, language came into being through action, 

not reasoning. 
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Language can carry representational content, as Hutto and Myin discussed when 

attempting to respond to the HPC and scale-up problem, because of the complexification of 

frames of inferences based on pre-linguistic normative statuses, such as authorizations, 

commitments, and prohibitions. Thus, language should not be treated as an isolated 

cognitive activity fundamentally distinct from bodily practices, but rather as another way of 

behaving in the world: behaving in the world in a special way, namely, exhibiting 

normative status and behavior. Language would therefore not account for a distinction of a 

fundamental kind between human and animal cognition, only a distinction of degree. We 

carry content when we master inferential relations, and we master inferential relations when 

we master deontological activities, even if rudimentarily, of authorizations and prohibitions 

in regulated practices. 
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